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Human Design offers an individualized set of mechanical strategies for navigating life. A

core element of these strategies is making decisions, and this system prescribes three different

methods for making decisions that all involve listening to the vibrations of energy centers in the

body. This essay attempts to both explain the reasoning for employing a body-centered decision

authority and describe the process of perceiving the voice of each energy center.

Human Design and the Vibrations of Inner Authority

Human Design is a system of navigation whose intent is to lead a person to their own

unique expression of life. It synthesizes several traditions of knowledge -- Astrology, I Ching,

Hindu Chakras, Kaballah -- into a set of personalized mechanical strategies for living. A primary

component of these mechanical strategies is relying on the vibrations of an “Inner Authority” for

making decisions. By following one’s own Inner Authority, life can move towards the purpose of

this incarnation; towards true differentiation and away from the homogenization of society that

most suffer from.

As a culture, we live largely in the mind. From a very young age, we are told to “think for

ourselves.” But where do our thoughts come from? The founder of Human Design, Ra Uru Hu,

argues that what we call the mind is really the result of social conditioning. It’s not really who we

are. Think of the mind as staring into a chocolate shop window while you’ve got the munchies.

The mind sees only what it is not, and will therefore seek out life experiences that are not in

alignment with the soul’s true nature. Hence the mind cannot be trusted to guide the ship.



So where can a reliable authority for making decisions be found if not the mind?

According to Human Design, there is an intelligence it calls the Form Principal that is capable of

navigating our 3d, material world. The Form Principal is responsible for creating the body and

running all of its concurrent functions. It also creates the context of the birth -- family,

circumstance, environment, etc. The same intelligence that guides the soul into this plane is

also capable of guiding it through life, and it can be accessed through the body. Each individual

has a personal Inner Authority that can be trusted with decision-making. There are three primary

energy centers capable of serving this role: the Spleen, the Sacral, and the Solar Plexus. These

centers live in a hierarchy, and while an individual may have any combination of the three active,

only one will serve as the Inner Authority.

The Spleen is the most primitive of the three centers. It provides an instinctual, intuitive

response to life. In general, it is looking out for one’s security by providing a snapshot response

to the moment when a decision arises. Its vibration feels like an inner knowing without any

sense of why. Consider a time when you were walking home and got a bad feeling about taking

a certain route. Or you met an individual that you just knew you should stay away from.This is

the Spleen talking. In general, the Spleen is a “yes” on most things until something is out of

alignment, in which case it will provide a “no”.

The Sacral is a life force motor. As a motor, its response is based on its ability to

accomplish something. Think of Thomas the Tank’s “I think I can, I think I can…” It provides this

response as guttural sounds or vibrations. “Uh huh” and “nuh uh” are classic sacral sounds.

Unlike the Spleen, the Sacral is much more likely to say no to a circumstance. Those individuals

with an active Sacral can rely on this center for making decisions that are in energetic

alignment. Any action undertaken that is entered into with the Sacral’s approval will be afforded



the necessary energy to see it through to completion. In other words, following Sacral Inner

Authority leads to the satisfaction of a job well done.

The Solar Plexus is the center of emotions. Unlike the Spleen and the Sacral, there is no

truth in the Now for those with Solar Plexus Inner Authority. This means that no decision can be

made in the moment. When a decision arises, an emotional wave is kicked off that will go

through a series of peaks and valleys. Only once this wave has calmed can a good decision be

made. Living with this type of Inner Authority means waiting for perhaps longer than what feels

comfortable before moving forward. But the beauty of the Solar Plexus is that it provides a full

spectrum of perspectives to draw from. The decision will never be 100% clear because there is

bad in every good decision and good in every bad decision. However, there is a richness to life

with an activated Solar Plexus because you get to experience the range of outcomes before

ever coming to a conclusion.

Listening to these three centers can be difficult because we are so accustomed to

following the reasoning of the mind. But the mind only has so little information. It cannot possibly

form a sense of what is beyond its own experience and conditioning. In time, following one’s

own Inner Authority leads to a life of unique expression, free of inner resistance. It won’t

inherently provide awareness, but it does allow you to live in a place of surrender, where the

path to awareness can begin.




